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ABSTRACT 
Relations of Bezoutians of polynomial matrices with truncated block Hankel 
matrices are discussed. 
Let f and g be two polynomials over a field K such that f is of degree r 
and deg g < deg f. The Bezoutian of f and g, 
is a symmetric matrix defined by the generating polynomial 
f(ZMY) -f(YMZ) = i i zi_lb, yj_l 
Z-Y 
tj 
i-1 j=l 
(1) 
A truncated Hankel matrix H = H(f-‘g) is closely related toB. Its entries are 
coefficients of the formal expansion 
g(z) - = w. + w&l + w2z-2 + . . . ) 
f(z) 
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and 
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/ 
WI w2 ... w, 
ff=qpg)= ;” w” ... w,+1 . (3) 
. . 
wr Wril ... WZr- 1/ 
It is well known (see e.g. [4]) that B and H are congruent to each other. If 
f(z)=fo+fiz+ ... +frz’, f,#O,and 
M,= 
then 
. . 
. . . 
. f, 
L 0 
W>g) = MfH(f-‘g)Mf. 
Clearly Mf is nonsingular. Thus (4) can be written as 
H(f-‘g) = N+(f> g)+ 
where A$ = M? ’ = H( f-l). 
(4) 
(5) 
In [l] Anderson and Jury studied generalized Bezoutians and block 
Hankel matrices where the role of the polynomials f and g in (1) and (2) is 
taken over by polynomial matrices. Let W E Kpxq( z) be a rational matrix 
with W( 00) = 0 and with the expansion 
w(z) = c w,z-‘, 
i>O 
and let F E KpXp[.z], DE KqXq[,z], G, U E KPXq[z] be polynomial matri- 
ces such that F(z) = F, + F,z + . . . + F,z’ and D(z) = Do + D,z 
+ . . . + Ds.zs are nonsingular and 
F-‘G=UD-‘=w. (6) 
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DEFINITION. The Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, D) of the quadruple 
(F, G; U, II) is the rp X sq matrix B = (Bij), i = l,..., r, j = l,..., s, where 
the block entries Bjj E KpXq are given by 
A.(z, Y> = 
F(z)U(y) - G(z)D(y) = 2 k zi-lgijyi-l. (7) 
Z-Y is1 j=l 
For the Hankel matrix (3) a generalization is obvious. Put 
I w, w, . ‘. w, \ 
w, w, 
H=Hrs(W)= . . 
... Ws+l 
,y w,,, .‘. w,+,-,, 
A relation of the type (4) is also valid for the general case. It involves 
block matrices associated to F and D, namely 
(FI F, . . . F, 
M,= 
and 
M,= 
D, D, . . . D, 
* : 
D’ 0, s-1 
0s 0 
THEOREM 1 [l]. The Bezoutian B = B(F, G; U, D) and the block Hankel 
matrix H = H,,(W) satisfy 
B = M,HM,. (8) 
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In order to generalize the relation (5) we consider the expansion 
F-‘(z) = Y-,2’ + . . . + Y, + Y,z-’ + y,z-” + . . . 
and put 
NF = H,,(F_‘) = 
Similarly we define No = H,,( D-i). Then we have the following counterpart 
to (8). 
THEOREM 2. 
H = NFBND. (9) 
In contrast to the scalar case, we cannot derive (9) simply by inverting 
the matrices M, and M,. This is only possible if the leading coefficient 
matrices of F and D are nonsingular. Suppose F, has an inverse, Frpl = Y,.. 
Then 
F-‘(z ) 
and 
NF = H 
=y,Z-r+yr+lz-(r+l) + . . .) 
‘0 y, ’ 
(F-l)= :’ : , 
\ Y, . . . Y$+l 
and MF’ = NF, Furthermore, if D, is invertible, then ML’ = ND and (9) is 
an obvious consequence of (8). 
In this note we give a proof of (9) together with a new proof of (8). 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
n x 9 matrices such that 
Let A, L, and M be constant n x n, p x n and 
W(z)=L(zZ-A)-‘M (10) 
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is a minimal realization. Then Wi = LA'- 'M, i > 0, and 
lL \ 
LA 
H=H,,(W)= : (M, AM,.. ., A”-‘M). 
LA’-1 
I 
(11) 
For A in (7) we obtain 
A(z, Y) = F(z)L 
(y~-A)-‘-(~~-A)p’ 
MD(Y) 
Z-Y 
= F(z)L(zZ - A) pl(yZ- A) -‘MD(y) = F”(z)fi(y). 
We want to show that @ and z) are polynomial matrices. As (11) is a minimal 
realization, we know [2] that the matrices zZ - A and M are left coprime, i.e. 
(zZ - A)X(z)+ MY(z) = Z for some X E Knx”[z], Y E KqX”[z]. Then X + 
(zZ-A)-‘MY=(zZ-A)-’ and FLX+FW2’=FL(zZ-A)p’=f. From 
(6) follows FW = G, hence F’ E KPX”[~]. Therefore 
@)=F(z)L(zZ-A)-‘=(Z,,zZ,,...,t’-’Z,)M, 
Similarly 
L 
LA 
LA-1 
B,(y) = (M,AM ,..., A”-lM)M, 
yzq 
. . 
Therefore A can be decomposed as 
(L \ 
/ I 
YZ 
A(z, y) = (I, ZZ ,..., z’-‘Z)M, ” (M,AM ,..., AS-~M)M, : , 
\mr-l s-l 
\Y Z) 
and (11) yields B = M, HM,. n 
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In the next proof we shall use the following notation. Let a rational 
function f E K(z) be decomposed as f= g + h, such that g E K [ z] and 
h = 0 or h = b/c, b, c E K [z]. and deg b < deg c. We put 
rr+f=g and a_f=h. 
The projections r+ and r_ are extended componentwise to vectors and 
matrices of rational functions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Because of (8) the relation (9) is equivalent to 
H = NFMFHMDND, (12) 
and (12) is true if 
H = HM,N, (Isa) 
and 
H = N,M,H. (13b) 
It is obvious that 
and H,,,(W) = NFMFHr,J W) imply (13a) and (13b). We will prove (14). 
Note that 
(y-1Z,y~2Z,...)H,,,(W) = (W(y),~_yW(y),...,~~y”~‘W(y)). (15) 
Then 
and 
(Y-~Z,Y-~Z,...)H,,S(W)M~ND 
=T_W(T+Dm_D-‘,...,r+D*_y”-W’). (16) 
From W = UD- ’ follows 
a_Wr+ DT_Y’D-‘= m_y’W, i >, 0. 
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Thus the right hand side of (16) is equal to ( W), which completes the proof. 
The assumption (6) can be weakened to n 
n_ F-‘G = n_UD-’ = W 
if A in (7) is defined by 
A(z, Y) = F(z) 
WY> -W(z) 
D(Y). 
Z-Y 
The relations (8) and (9) remain true. 
There is a systems theoretic interpretation of Theorem 2 which relates the 
matrices B and H to polynomial models and input-output maps. (For the 
basic facts from linear systems theory which are used here we refer to [2].) 
We introduce the following vector spaces. Put 
i I 
s-1 
u= f’Kq[z] f(z)= c fiz’, pKq 
j=O 1 
and 
Y = h(z) = i hiz-‘, hi E KP . 
i=l 
Define a map V~ by 
T,g=FT_F-‘g, gEKP[Z]. 
Then v~: KP[ z] + KP[ z] is a projection; its range, X, = Im TF, is called a 
polynomial model. As a vector space X, has a dimension which is equal to 
degdet F. A corresponding space X, c Kq[z] is associated to the polynomial 
matrix D. For u(z) = Ci, ,,uizei E KP(z) we define a truncation 
mq)=olz-‘+ . . . +uz-r* 
r 
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The following diagram commutes: 
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I , r 
u 
~(“a_ F- ‘C 
Y 
We represent the linear maps of the diagram by matrices with respect to 
suitable bases. Let us assume that the leading coefficients F, and D, of F and 
D are nonsingular. Then a basis of X, is given by the columns of 
(I,, zz, .. . , 2 ‘-lZ>. The columns of the matrices D(j) = r+ z_jD, j = 1,. . . , s, 
form the control basis of X,, and 
(DC’),..., DC”‘) = (I,, zZ,.. . , a”-‘I)&&,. 
It is known [3] that 
+G( D(l),. .., DC”)) = (I,, zz,.. ., z’-‘z)B 
and 
T(*)T_ F-‘G( I,, zZ ,..., z”-‘I) = ( CIZ, ,..., z-‘Z)H. 
It is not difficult to verify that 
vrD( I,, d,. . . , z"-'Z) = (D(l), . . . , D’“‘)ND 
and 
a(‘)F’ ( I,, zz )...) zr-‘I) = (z-‘I ,)...) z-rz)NF. 
Hence the diagram yields H = NFBND, which is Theorem 2. 
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